TOP PRIORITY
Speak Up for a Safe, Usable Hudson River

The Hudson River Today

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is poised to officially declare “victory” in General Electric’s (GE) cleanup of toxic polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) the company dumped in the Hudson River—despite clean scientific evidence that GE has left behind hundreds of acres of highly contaminated sediment. Although GE has undertaken a six-year dredging program under an agreement with EPA, the limited scope of this negotiated cleanup ignored a large volume of contamination. Fish are still too dangerous to eat and the waterfront’s economic potential is threatened.

This spring, the EPA is expected to announce the conclusion of its “5-Year Review” that will determine whether the cleanup performed to date is protective of human health and the environment. We know the cleanup has a long way to go to meet the EPA’s goal.

NEW YORK STATE NEEDS TO TAKE THE LEAD!

Tell Gov. Cuomo that we’re so close to having a cleaner Hudson River, but action is needed to remove more toxic PCBs and get the job done right, once and for all! New York State has a legacy of environmental protection and it should be better on the river. Let Gov. Cuomo know that you seek his leadership to get the EPA to give New York State “lead agency” status (responsibility for additional PCB cleanup)—only then will we realize the vision of a restored Hudson River.

YOUR ACTION IS CRITICAL!

Contact Governor Cuomo: Communication with your personal contacts in the Cuomo administration or his agencies is ideal. If you do not have a personal contact, please write to the governor directly at:

   The Honorable Andrew M. Cuomo
   Governor of New York State
   NYS Capital Building
   Albany, NY 12224

Contact your member of Congress: Ask them to contact EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt and express that more contaminants need to be removed from the river. Administrator Pruitt should declare that the cleanup is “not protective” of human health and the environment, and that additional dredging is necessary. Also request that your representative contact Gov. Cuomo’s office to indicate support for New York State being “lead agency” on the cleanup.

Write a letter to the editor of your local paper: Explain that we’re so close to having a clean Hudson, and that New York deserves better—for our families, future, environment, and economy.

Want to do more?

WATCH
View the mini-documentary by renowned filmmaker Jon Bowermaster to learn how the EPA is poised to sign off on General Electric’s cleanup of toxic PCBs in the Hudson River—www.oceans8films.com.

SHARE
Then help spread the word by sharing the video on social media using our hashtag, #ToxicLegacy

HOST
Hold a screening of “PCBs: GE’s and the EPA’s Toxic Legacy.” This is a great way to get involved in the Campaign for a Cleaner Hudson. Contact abicking@scenichudson.org.
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